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The Gifted Education Research and Resource Institute (GER2I) at 
Purdue University is an innovative center dedicated to the discovery, 
study, and development of human potential. Founded by John 
Feldhusen in 1974, GER2I’s mission is holistic development of 
giftedness, creativity, and talents among individuals throughout 
their lifespan. This is accomplished through enrichment programs 
for gifted, creative, and talented youth; graduate programs for future 
scholars and leaders; professional development and coursework for 
educators of gifted, creative, and talented students; and cutting-edge 
research in psychology and education related to giftedness, creativity, 
and talent development. GER2I’s work encompasses:

• Researching gifted education and the psychology 

of talent development.

• Educating professionals from around the world 

to promote the development of gifted, creative, 

and talented individuals.

• Providing services and special programs for gifted 

and talented individuals and their families.

the Gifted Education Research and Resource Institute

geri@purdue.edu

(765) 494-7241

www.purdue.edu/geri

Purdue Gifted Education Research and Resource Institute

@PurdueGERI

About

Contact Information:
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Summer Camps so great?

“The people all around the camp with different
experiences and life views made it easy to interact 

with our peers and make good friends.”

GER2I has been serving gifted, creative, and talented students since it’s founding in 1974, and 
hosting summer residential enrichment programs since 1977. Every summer, students like you 
come to Purdue University and experience programs designed to stimulate their imaginations and 
expand their abilities. We also offer a variety of recreational activities and a chance for you to get a 
taste of college life as you live on campus in Purdue’s residence halls.

Here’s what you’ll experience at GER2I Summer Camp:

Intellectual Challenge - GER2I classes are small, challenging, fast-paced, and interactive. 

Talented and Caring Staff - Our teachers thrive on sharing their knowledge and experience 
with students.

Outstanding Facilities - Purdue is a world-class research university, and GER2I  students have the 
use of state-of-the-art laboratories, computing facilities, and a variety of libraries.

Friendships - GER2I attracts a diverse group of gifted, talented, and creative people from all over 
the world!  You will find friends who share your interests and love of learning.

Personal Growth - With supervision, guidance, and support from the GER2I staff to help you 
adapt and thrive, you will live in residence halls, learn in university classrooms and labs, and take 
advantage of Purdue’s cultural and recreational facilities, just like college students.

Fun - GER2I camp counselors make time outside of class exciting through activities like a night at 
the movies, basketball, bowling, scavenger hunts, games and tournaments, trivia, and field trips.

GER2I
What makes 



For students who have completed grade 5 or 6

Comet students may commute daily or stay in the residence hall.

COST PER ONE-WEEK SESSION: 

Commuter - $900, Residential - $1200

See the Financial Information section on page 15 for multiple session, 
sibling, Purdue employee, and refer-a-friend discounts.

48-Hour Flash Sale! Register before February 2nd at 11:59 EST and receive 15% off tuition - our 
best deal yet!

Early Bird Discount! Register by March 1st and receive a 5% discount!

Please select a class for the session you would like to attend.

June 30-July 6 and July 7-13
COMET

course descriptions
COMET I: June 30-July 6

CSI Investigation

Explore the skills used by criminal investigators to solve crimes through hands-on activities 
in observation, fingerprinting, DNA, “blood” spatter, and handwriting analysis. Build a set of 
skills that will enable you to use critical thinking and problem solving to investigate crimes 
and determine the appropriate methods needed to crack the case.

Electromagnetic Claw Game: Diggin’ For Fools Gold

Claw games are rigged! Discover how claw games found at arcades or shopping malls 
are often rigged so that players are very unlikely to win. Galactic Games Inc. needs you to 
help redesign the game to increase players’ chances for winning while keeping the game 
challenging and fun! Join this engineering problem-solving course and sharpen your 
physics, magnet science, robotics, and geometry skills!

Introduction to Sewology
Channel your inner fashion designer, home decorator, or crafts enthusiast with this 
introduction to sewing! From applying buttons to making pillows, aprons, clothing, and 
home décor, learn how different types of stitches and other sewing skills can enrich your 
life as well as the lives of others. Discover how fulfilling it can be to use your new skills to 
help those in need and to create items for yourself and others. No experience necessary!

Science You CAN Eat: The Discovery of Food

How does cooking chemistry help us create delicious and healthy food? Are you curious about 
how food trends have changed over time and cultures? Maybe you are a lover of all things 
tasty! In this interdisciplinary class, we will combine science, health, culture, and tradition to 
explore the wonderful world of food. Join us as we discover what we devour and devour what 
we discover.

Stop Motion for Social Justice

How are stop-motion films like Coraline, The Nightmare Before Christmas, and Kubo and 
the Two Strings produced? What can these movies teach us about life? Transform a social 
justice issue important to you into an original short film using narrative storyboards, 
sequence-based music production, and stop-motion animation techniques. Develop your 
skills in collaborative filmmaking with the same editing equipment used by professional 
filmmakers, and learn mathematical concepts applied to the filmmaking industry.

3D Geometric Design in Math

Set sail on a mathematical journey through exciting, interactive activities. You will design 
mosaics with a compass and straight edge, make math models with paper, solve hands-on 
puzzles, create Escher-style artwork, and participate in number-sense math games.
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course descriptions
COMET II: July 7-13

Electromagnetic Claw Game: Diggin’ For Fools Gold

Claw games are rigged! Discover how claw games found at arcades or shopping malls are often rigged so that 
players are very unlikely to win. Galactic Games Inc. needs you to help redesign the game to increase players’ 
chances for winning while keeping the game challenging and fun! Join this engineering problem-solving 
course and sharpen your physics, magnet science, robotics, and geometry skills!

Geology Rocks! A Field Study Experience

Explore Earth’s surface like a professional geologist in a hands-on intensive field study. Classify rocks and 
minerals by examining samples from all over the world. Learn how faults, volcanos, and earthquakes morph 
Earth’s geology, and cap off the week with a field trip to Prophet’s Rock to challenge your new knowledge.

Introduction to Sewology
Channel your inner fashion designer, home decorator, or crafts enthusiast with this introduction to sewing! 
From applying buttons to making pillows, aprons, clothing, and home décor, learn how different types of 
stitches and other sewing skills can enrich your life as well as the lives of others. Discover how fulfilling it 
can be to use your new skills to help those in need and to create items for yourself and others. No experience 
necessary!

Science You CAN Eat: The Discovery of Food

How does cooking chemistry help us create delicious and healthy food? Are you curious about how food 
trends have changed over time and cultures? Maybe you are a lover of all things tasty! In this interdisciplinary 
class, we will combine science, health, culture, and tradition to explore the wonderful 
world of food. Join us as we discover what we devour and devour what we discover.

Stop Motion for Social Justice

How are stop-motion films like Coraline, The Nightmare Before Christmas, and Kubo and the Two Strings 
produced? What can these movies teach us about life? Transform a social justice issue important to you 
into an original short film using narrative storyboards, sequence-based music production, and stop-motion 
animation techniques. Develop your skills in collaborative filmmaking with the same editing equipment used 
by professional filmmakers, and learn mathematical concepts applied to the filmmaking industry.

Your Future in Bioengineering

Use your creative powers and grow in your problem solving skills, all while learning biology! You will learn 
what it is like to be an engineer as you work in teams in order to solve biological challenges such as creating 
and testing water filtration devices.
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For students who have completed grade 7 or 8

COST PER TWO-WEEK SESSION: 

Residential - $2400

See the Financial Information section on page 15 for multiple session, 
sibling, Purdue employee, and refer-a-friend discounts.

48-Hour Flash Sale! Register before February 2nd at 11:59 EST and receive 15% off 
tuition - our best deal yet!

Early Bird Discount! Register by March 1st and receive a 5% discount!

Please select one morning class and one afternoon class for the two-week 
session(s) you would like to attend.

June 30-July 13 and July 14-27
STAR

course descriptions
STAR I AM: June 30-July 13 STAR I PM: June 30-July 13

Backyard Space Flight

Join us as we build and launch a science experiment to the edge of space! Be a scientist and 
choose your own experiment to measure cosmic radiation levels or other properties of the 
atmosphere. Examine your findings and share them with the class! Who knew spaceflight 
could be so simple?

The Magic of Harry Potter and How It Changed the World

Explore the factors that helped create the Harry Potter phenomenon! Play Quidditch, make 
your own wand, and design your own wizarding school all while discovering how society 
influences the series and how the series influences society. Study the creative process 
behind the fantasy genre and consider how fantasy can effectively address real-world 
topics and universal themes.

Serious Gaming in the Classroom

Use teamwork, problem-solving skills, and goal-based activities to problem solve and 
research the role(s) of various electronic and tabletop games in the classroom. Explore the 
benefits of Serious Gaming, and conduct research on its application to the classroom and 
possible careers. Be creative as you present your research findings to your classmates.

STEAM LabsTM

Students, engineers, artists, and hobbyists around the world now design and build Rube 
Goldberg-style machines to satisfy society’s fascination with the creative contraptions. 
Apply the engineering design process to construct STEAM Machines (i.e., chain reaction 
machines that run on STEM and Art concepts) using everyday objects and technology 
such as motors, sensors, and micro-controllers. Gain experience with systems thinking and 
multi-team collaboration as you learn real-world engineering skills and start exploring 
pathways to better understand careers in engineering.

Videography and Filmmaking

Would you like to make your own movie or documentary worthy of being on 
the silver screen? Operate digital cameras and other video equipment, conduct 
interviews, apply creative photographic and lighting techniques, and learn the skills 
of a Foley artist. Document your camp experience and explore videography and film-
making from every angle.

Directing a Shakespearean Murder

Do you enjoy the theater? Have you ever wanted to direct? This course gives you the 
tools to conceptualize, plan, and direct your own shows. You will read, storyboard, design, 
audition, cast, and direct scenes of Shakespearean murder and mayhem using GER2I 
students as actors. Collaborate with fellow directors to improve each other’s work, and 
watch your visions come to life on the stage!

Japanese Culture Extravaganza

Explore the rich cultural and linguistic landscape of Japan. Learn about Japanese anime, 
art, food, history, and language. Practice some conversational Japanese and calligraphy 
painting. Research your favorite topic and showcase your project in the end-of-class 
Japanese Culture Extravaganza! No experience necessary.

Toy Design and Prototyping

Ever wonder how fun, play, and basic physics are combined in toy design? Discover how 
simple toys work and, with a toy design team of fellow students, engage your imaginations 
as you create sketches of potential toys and engage in engineering competitions. Learn how 
to use computer-aided design tools to create one of your toys using laser cutting and 3D 
printing. Showcase your new funology knowledge, design thinking, and maker skills as your 
group demonstrates your toy in our 5th Annual GER2I Toy Fair!

Phantastic Physics

Newton, Bernoulli, Archimedes, and Einstein--these are just a few of the physicists we will 
learn about as we apply their ideas in the creation of hot air balloons, cellulose coasters, 
elastic racers, hollow tube rockets, red solo robots, geodesic domes, electric light sculptures, 
and a whole lot more. Use your imagination, creativity, and construction skills to build your 
physics expertise! 

Wizards, Aliens, and Starships

Take a journey into the realm of magic through an investigation of mythical people called 
Wizards. Travel to distant solar systems, planets, and stars aboard a unique vehicle known as a 
starship. Starship design will be explored based on the physics of space travel and the vacuum of 
space. Create new life forms as you design your own alien, describe its unique characteristics, and 
match its characteristics to its survival on its home planet. Imagination required!
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course descriptions
STAR II AM: July 14-27 STAR II PM: July 14-27

Blast off! An Exploration into Astronomy

Explore science, engineering, and space with us. Learn about planet mapping, the existence 
of “aliens,” the solar system, spacecraft design, and more. Develop research skills, including 
experimentation and data collection, while completing a variety of hands-on activities as 
we take a telescopic look at space, space exploration, and the science behind them.

Harry Potter in Society: The Magic of Creativity

Critically explore J.K. Rowling’s world of Harry Potter through book discussions and 
activities. Legitimize the genre of fantasy by exploring real-world topics, themes, and 
issues brought about by this series. Determine what makes the series so compelling to 
generations of readers, making it the best-selling book series of all time.

Movie Monster Makeup

Glimpse into the world of Hollywood glamour and gore with this introduction to the 
fascinating field of makeup artistry for theater, movies, TV, and video. Practice in a 
professional makeup studio, using demo models and examples to make beautiful or 
horrifying creations of your own. Learn the techniques necessary for the safe application of 
makeup to the skin, and explore a unique career field in arts and media production!

Playing with Power

How much energy does it take to charge your phone? Power your home? Run your car? 
Explore power production from start to finish. Experiment with and check your power 
usage for everyday appliances. Meet personnel who work in the utilities and power 
industries and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of implementing sustainable 
energy sources.  Discover your ability to calculate the power usage, consumption, and light 
emittance for any room or building.

Videography and Filmmaking

Would you like to make your own movie or documentary worthy of being on 
the silver screen? Operate digital cameras and other video equipment, conduct 
interviews, apply creative photographic and lighting techniques, and learn the skills 
of a Foley artist. Document your camp experience and explore videography and film-
making from every angle.

Brain Blasting Biology

Why did dinosaurs become extinct? In what ways do species interact? Join us as we 
explore the BIG questions of biology, evolution, and DNA through hands-on activities. 
Try your hand at gel electrophoresis and DNA extraction, and conduct experiments with 
living organisms and real-life ecosystems at Purdue’s Horticulture Park! Let’s put our brains 
together to discover some BIG answers for biology, and maybe even some questions of our 
own.

The Craft of Fiction: Storytelling in the 21st Century

What makes a compelling story? What techniques do writers use to bring their characters 
to life? Explore these questions and more as we investigate the methods of contemporary 
writers and try our hands at their techniques. We will experiment with tried-and-true 
approaches as well as innovative multimedia platforms. Present your creations to your 
classmates and fellow campers and take home a book of your own work.

STEAM LabsTM

Students, engineers, artists, and hobbyists around the world now design and build Rube 
Goldberg-style machines to satisfy society’s fascination with the creative contraptions. 
Apply the engineering design process to construct STEAM Machines (i.e., chain reaction 
machines that run on STEM and Art concepts) using everyday objects and technology 
such as motors, sensors, and micro-controllers. Gain experience with systems thinking and 
multi-team collaboration as you learn real-world engineering skills and start exploring 
pathways to better understand careers in engineering.

Phantastic Physics

Newton, Bernoulli, Archimedes, and Einstein--these are just a few of the physicists we will 
learn about as we apply their ideas in the creation of hot air balloons, cellulose coasters, 
elastic racers, hollow tube rockets, red solo robots, geodesic domes, electric light sculptures, 
and a whole lot more. Use your imagination, creativity, and construction skills to build your 
physics expertise! 

Wizards, Aliens, and Starships

Take a journey into the realm of magic through an investigation of mythical people 
called Wizards. Travel to distant solar systems, planets, and stars aboard a unique vehicle 
known as a starship. Starship design will be explored based on the physics of space 
travel and the vacuum of space. Create new life forms as you design your own alien, 
describe its unique characteristics, and match its characteristics to its survival on its 
home planet. Imagination required!
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For students who have completed grade 9, 10, 11 or 12

COST PER TWO-WEEK SESSION: 

Residential - $2400

See the Financial Information section on page 15 for multiple session, 
sibling, Purdue employee, and refer-a-friend discounts.

48-Hour Flash Sale! Register before February 2nd at 11:59 EST and receive 15% off 
tuition - our best deal yet!

Early Bird Discount! Register by March 1st and receive a 5% discount! 

Please select one morning class and one afternoon class for the two-week 
session(s) you would like to attend. 

June 30-July 13 and July 14-27
PULSAR

course descriptions
PULSAR I AM: June 30-July 13 PULSAR I PM: June 30-July 13

Biomedical Instrumentation

Have you wondered how a Fitbit works or how a hospital patient’s monitor can detect a 
heart rate and other vital systems? Let’s explore the medical terminology and designs that 
bring these instruments to life and develop them ourselves with hands-on, project-based 
learning. Learn how engineering design can improve your health!

The Craft of Fiction: Storytelling in the 21st Century

What makes a compelling story? What techniques do writers use to bring their characters 
to life? Explore these questions and more as we investigate the methods of contemporary 
writers and try our hands at their techniques. We will experiment with tried-and-true 
approaches as well as innovative multimedia platforms. Present your creations to your 
classmates and fellow campers and take home a book of your own work.

Exploding Electronics: The Deconstruction of Sustainability

Explore hands-on deconstruction of current (and some future) sustainable technologies, 
with special attention to “life after death” electronics. Think zombie cell phones! Let’s 
“explode” some innovative (but old) electronics and reconstruct their individual 
components in new ways for new purposes.

Survivor: Medieval Edition

Learn medieval European history, feudal economics, and social structure using games. Help 
your family survive the winter, fend off Viking raiders, or harry the coast yourself! Plague, 
invasion, and political upheaval were all part of life in the Middle Ages, and we’ll learn 
about these things and much more through lively lectures, games, and other immersive 
activities.

Videography and Filmmaking

Would you like to make your own movie or documentary worthy of being on 
the silver screen? Operate digital cameras and other video equipment, conduct 
interviews, apply creative photographic and lighting techniques, and learn the skills 
of a Foley artist. Document your camp experience and explore videography and film-
making from every angle.

Bio-X Engineering: Merging Biology and Engineering

Recent discoveries have opened a wide range of opportunities for engineers and scientists 
to help the human race. This has led to new technologies such as GMOs or novel medicines. 
Let’s engage in experiments, field trips, and in-class discussions to design a process for 
making a dairy product while learning how engineers merge biology with engineering to 
address new societal challenges.

Cast Away: The Psychology of Ostracism

Everyone has felt excluded at least once. How does being out-casted affect one’s thoughts, 
self-concept, and behaviors? Are their physiological consequences? Explore the effects 
of ostracism through cognitive, social, and neurological psychology with one of the 
topic’s leading experts. Design your own psychological experiment, and discover how 
psychologists have learned so much about this fascinating topic. 

Japanese Culture Extravaganza

Explore the rich cultural and linguistic landscape of Japan. Learn about Japanese anime, 
art, food, history, and language. Practice some conversational Japanese and calligraphy 
painting. Research your favorite topic and showcase your project in the end-of-class 
Japanese Culture Extravaganza! No experience necessary.

Leadership 101

Do you want to make a difference in your own community, become the CEO of a 
multinational company, or hope to become the president of a country one day? If so, you 
are going to need a toolbox of essential skills all leaders must develop. This class utilizes 
hands-on scenarios that will prepare you to get started on a journey to discover the hidden 
leader inside of you.

Shakespeare: A Little Scene of Murder

How does an actor realistically enact murder on stage? Hone your skills in Shakespeare’s 
English and theater as you and your classmates take on the role of the villainous and 
desperate. Learn the bloody business of acting and choreography with theater games 
and instruction in Elizabethan theatrical techniques. Take part in various scenes of 
Shakespearean murder and showcase your new skills for your fellow GER2I campers!
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course descriptions
PULSAR II AM: July 14-27 PULSAR II PM: July 14-27

Bio-X Engineering: Merging Biology and Engineering

Recent discoveries have opened a wide range of opportunities for engineers and scientists 
to help the human race. This has led to new technologies such as GMOs or novel medicines. 
Let’s engage in experiments, field trips, and in-class discussions to design a process for 
making a dairy product while learning how engineers merge biology with engineering to 
address new societal challenges.

Exploding Electronics: The Deconstruction of Sustainability

Explore hands-on deconstruction of current (and some future) sustainable technologies, 
with special attention to “life after death” electronics. Think zombie cell phones! Let’s 
“explode” some innovative (but old) electronics and reconstruct their individual 
components in new ways for new purposes.

High-Speed Global Problem Solving

Race against the clock to solve case-based dilemmas with a STEM spin. Step into a 
company employee’s shoes and use your collaborative skills to address real-world 
problems. Integrate several disciplines, including leadership, humanities, technology, 
management, economics, resource availability, globalization, and current events to plan 
and pitch your strategy to your company’s CEO.

Mathematics of Riddles and Information

Have fun with math and probability as we delve into the exciting world of 
telecommunications! Explore how information can be measured, stored, and transmitted 
across time and space using different physical quantities. Learn how to compress, encrypt, 
and protect information against noise, eavesdroppers, and hackers. Be amazed to learn 
that the same mathematical principles used for these tasks are also applied in puzzles and 
magic tricks. 

Videography and Filmmaking

Would you like to make your own movie or documentary worthy of being on 
the silver screen? Operate digital cameras and other video equipment, conduct 
interviews, apply creative photographic and lighting techniques, and learn the skills 
of a Foley artist. Document your camp experience and explore videography and film-
making from every angle.

Creative Writing Workshop

Writing is an ancient art that has transformed societies throughout the ages. Draw 
inspiration from photos, music, and other sources to write your own stories, poetry, and 
essays. Share your work with others as you focus on honing the shape, detail, and ambition 
of language. Analyze samples of published writing as well as provide constructive 
feedback to your classmates’ work. By the end the course, we will publish a class literary 
journal and invite fellow campers to readings of selected pieces. 
NOTE: This course is for campers who are serious about writing as a potential career and 
form of expression.

Design & Prototyping of Smart Toys and Robots

Build upon your knowledge of electronics, programming, sensors, and design to create 
smart toys and robots from scratch.  We will explore the Internet of Things (IoT), the 
ever-growing network of physical objects for internet connectivity. Create technologies 
you control from you cell phone using everyday recyclables, circuits, and more and work 
in collaborative teams to design and build a creative final project. If you’re serious about 
engineering and technology, the skills and products you create will be especially useful 
when applying for engineering and technology-based college programs.

Playing with Power

How much energy does it take to charge your phone? Power your home? Run your car? 
Explore power production from start to finish. Experiment with and check your power 
usage for everyday appliances. Meet personnel who work in the utilities and power 
industry and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of implementing sustainable 
energy sources.  Discover your ability to calculate the power usage, consumption, and light 
emittance for any room or building.

Sci-Fi Into STEM (Pulsar+ Part II)

How do you describe something that has never existed? Can fictional technology become 
real technology? Learn from masters of the science fiction genre to make the impossible 
seem believable. What present technologies were inspired by these masters’ ideas about 
the future? Use technical writing skills that can be applied to real careers in engineering 
and technology to produce your own technical report on the sci-fi innovation of your 
choice. Pulsar+ students only.

The Ultimate Deviants: Forensic Psychology and Serial Killers

Many Americans are familiar with names like The Zodiac Killer, Jack the Ripper, or The 
Golden State Killer. Generations have been fascinated and haunted by these criminals. 
Join us as we delve into the psychology of these ultimate deviants. Discover the motives, 
criminal characteristics, and behaviors of serial murderers. Special focus will be placed on 
case studies, criminal profiling, crime scene investigation, and this phenomenon in pop-
culture and the media.

Understanding Diplomacy through Game Theory

We need leaders like you to promote world peace and international cooperation. Learn 
and use theories such as Nations as Actor, Resource Wars, and Hard Power vs. Soft Power to 
understand how and why nations make decisions on foreign policy. Apply these principles 
to current events and your own international policy strategy while playing a version of the 
classic board game RISK.
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Expand your horizons with GER2I’s newest addition to Summer Residential (SRES)! Pulsar+ allows SRES 
campers who have completed their sophomore year of high school to apply for college credit through 
Purdue and the GER2I camp experience. Pulsar+ courses have two components: Part I, the online, for-credit 

component, will be completed prior to camp; Part II, the in-person portion of the course, will be completed at SRES. 
Courses offered will give 3 hours of college elective credit, useable at Purdue and transferrable to other universities. 
To take advantage of this opportunity, campers must enroll in the corresponding Pulsar I or II camp session in 
addition to Pulsar+. College credits earned through Pulsar+ require a Purdue tuition payment in addition to 

GER2I Summer Residential registration. Tuition for three credits ranges from $1,000 to $3,000, depending on the 
state or national residency of your child. More information on tuition rates can be found at: 
https://www.purdue.edu/bursar/tuition/feerates/2018-2019/underGraduate/partTime.html.

PULSAR+

PULSAR+ Course Descriptions
Sci-Fi Into STEM (Pulsar+ Part I)

Estimated Online Course Dates: June 10 - July 5

How do you describe something that has never existed? Can fictional technology become real technology? Learn 
from masters of the science fiction genre to make the impossible seem believable. What present technologies were 
inspired by these masters’ ideas about the future? Use technical writing skills that can be applied to real careers in 
engineering and technology to produce your own technical report on the sci-fi innovation of your choice.

Steps to Apply

1. Register for GER2I Summer Residential. 

a. Select one class from the Pulsar+ course options for which you want to earn college credit. (Sci-Fi into STEM)

b. Before March 1st, complete the GER2I SRES application online at https://www.conf.purdue.edu/sres2019, 
ensuring that you have selected the Pulsar course that matches the Pulsar+ course you have selected.

2. Read about Purdue’s requirements for Non-Degree Students and complete the Purdue Non-Degree Student 
application online by April 1st at https://www.admissions.purdue.edu/nondegree/index.php.

3. You will need to complete the following by April 1st 

a. Complete the Purdue Non-Degree Student Application.

b. Complete a High School Non-degree Permission Form, which must be signed by a parent/guardian and a 
school official. 

c. Pay the one-time, non-refundable application fee of $60. 

d. If you are an international student from a non-English speaking country, provide an English proficiency test 
score. See the following link for ways to obtain an English proficiency exam (https://www.iss.purdue.edu/

admission/ugrad/tests.cfm).

i. Be aware that Purdue cannot provide visa eligibility documents for an F-1 visa for non-degree students. 
See the admissions website above (#2) for details.

IMPORTANT: The non-degree admission process is conducted by Purdue Admissions, not the GER2I program. An 
admissions officer will review your Purdue Non-Degree Student application and notify you of their decision. If you 
have questions, please contact the Purdue University Office of Admissions at (765) 494-1776 or admissions@purdue.
edu. Be sure to identify yourself as a non-degree seeking, high school student.

NOTE: High school students accepted to the non-degree program must reapply as a degree-seeking undergraduate 
should they wish to pursue a Purdue degree after high school graduation.

4. If you are admitted, you will receive a Purdue ID and login with instructions regarding course registration and 
tuition payment, which is separate from the GER2I tuition payment. Please make sure you complete all 
requirements on time! 

If you are not admitted as a non-degree student, GER2I will contact you to select another course for your Pulsar I or II camp.
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The Purdue Honors College opened its doors for GER2I campers in July 2018. Its outstanding facilities bring campers closer to 
a hub of experts and researchers who partner with GER2I to drive their futures forward!

PURDUE HONORS COLLEGE

Classrooms, Labs, and Technology
The Purdue Honors College features large classrooms designed 
for active learning. These spaces will be used for large-
scale projects and special classes featured at GER2I Summer 
Residential.

Dormitories
Students will stay in the brand new Honors College and 
Residences, giving them fast access to their classrooms and the 
world of Purdue. The Honors College Residence Hall houses 
two, three, or four campers per room, with student lounges on 
every floor for small group activities and GER2I games!

Honors Hall
Honors Hall will function as the center of GER2I activity. Students 
will meet here for check-in, evening activities, and special 
events such as Global Gala!

The Honors Community
The Purdue Honors College has an international reach and 
welcomes students from all backgrounds. Campers will get a 
taste for college life in a close-knit community of scholars and 
researchers while having a blast at GER2I Summer Residential!

Join us this summer!

WELCOME TO THE

IN ASSOCIATION WITH
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How do I apply online?
Applying online is our preferred method of registration unless applying with a group. Students will 
register through www.conf.purdue.edu/sres2019, which will lead to a separate website for payment of 
the tuition deposit. We recommend you complete your onine application in one sitting to ensure your 
progress is saved and submitted. 

Although browser cookies may save your incomplete application for up to one week, we recommend 

completing the application in one sitting to ensure your submission is received. Note that students 
on scholarships or in groups will apply with the paper application and give the application to their group 
leader or chaperone to send to GER2I. You must submit your application and non-refundable application 
fee for your place to be reserved in class. 

How do I make a payment over the phone?
Payment is always processed through the Purdue Extended Campus department. Their phone number for 
credit card payment is (1-866-515-0023). Please mention that you are a GERI camper, and they will look 
up your account information. Allow two business days after submitting your application before calling 
this number to allow for registration processing.

How English proficient do I need to be to attend GER2I Summer Residential?
English Language Learners will benefit the most from Summer Residential when they can understand a 
spoken conversation, as many of our classes are discussion and team based. We judge English proficiency 
through the application essay, and our teachers have a basic understanding of how to accommodate. 
Access to a translator is not guaranteed. We ask that campers with limited English proficiency make a 
proactive effort to engage in class, with their peers, and with faculty and staff in English. Those campers 
will find that they can form great friendships as long as they are willing to give their best effort.

My child has mental, physical, or dietary challenges, can they still participate?
We are committed to making our programs accessible to twice exceptional children and those with 
disabilities. Although our camp counselors are caring and proactive professionals serving gifted and 
talented learners, they may not have expertise in your child’s special needs. Please consider this if your 
child requires extensive medications or behavioral intervention.

If I am an international student, what class visa do I need? 
You will need a non-immigrant B-2 visa. If your country is under the approved visa waiver program for the 
United States, you will need an Electronic System for Travel Authorization (ESTA) on file. Please contact us 
after registration so we may provide you with a letter to show to the visa office and border services.  

Will I need clothes to go swimming?
As of July 2018, we now include swimming as an activity for STAR and PULSAR students. Below-knee trunks 
for boys and one-piece swimsuits for girls are required by the Purdue CoRec for swimming attire.

Will I need special clothes for classes with labs?
We recommend closed-toed shoes, long pants, and long hair to be secured for science and engineering 
classes. Any special instances will be noted to those students before camp begins. 

How much additional cash will my child need?
Please bring as few valuables as possible. We recommend $25 dollars per week for additional snacks 
and souvenirs. All activities and classes are paid for in advance by tuition. We discourage students from 
bringing tablets and laptops as computers are provided. Students who would like to bring valuable 
musical instruments for Global Gala may choose to store their instrument in their counselor’s room, so 
that they are locked away while not in use. 

FAQ
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WHAT TO BRING
DIRECTIONS
*If you are 16 or older and choose to drive yourself, please alert GER2I staff 
upon arrival so we can direct you to the proper parking area.

Directions to the Honors College

Purdue Honors College, North Building (HCRN)
1101 Third Street
West Lafayette, IN 47906

From East State Street

• Drive on State Street until you reach University St. 

• Turn right onto University St

• Turn left on First St

• Turn right on North Russell Street. The Honors College will be on 
the immediate left. Follow signs for unloading and parking. 

From Old US Hwy 231

• Turn onto Martin Jischke Drive

• Follow the road, take the second exit (go straight) at the traffic circle

• Turn right on First St

• Turn left on North Russell Street. The Honors College will be on 
the immediate left. Follow signs for unloading and parking. 

From Northwestern

• Turn right onto Stadium Avenue

• Turn left onto N Russell St

• The Honors College will be past Third Street on the 
right-hand side. Follow signs for unloading and parking. 
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Clothing

• Casual clothes 
• Sportswear 
• Dress clothes (optional)
• Comfortable sneakers
• Quality Socks (7-14 pair)
• Shower shoes or flip flops (if desired)
• A sweatshirt or light jacket 
• Umbrella/Rain Gear 
• Long pants and closed-toe shoes are 

required for science classes
• Long swim trunks for males or one-piece 

swimsuuites for females (STAR and PULSAR 
only)

• Semi-formal attire for GER2I dance

Other Items

• Personal toiletries (soap, shampoo, 
toothbrush, toothpaste, deodorant, hair 
comb or brush, hair dryer, etc.) 

• Necessary medications in their original 
labeled containers

• Sunscreen and sunglasses 
• Alarm clock or device with alarm function
• A camera or device with camera function
• Notebook paper, pencils, pens
• Global Gala: We encourage you to share your 

culture in authentic ways, such as dancing, 
singing, quoting poetry, crafting, or sharing a 
special tallent/skill or cultural artifacts.

• If you choose to bring a valuable musical 
instrument for Global Gala, we advise you to 
leave it with your counselor for safe keeping 
while not in use.

Do NOT Bring

• Bed linens, blanket, towels and washcloths 
(provided)

• Electronics (drones, CD players/stereos, 
video game consoles)

• Water guns
• Motorized bikes, cars, skateboards or 

longboards, or bicycles*
• Valuables (e.g. jewelry, portable video 

games, etc.)
• Computers (provided for class)
• Students may bring cell phones (may be 

confiscated if used during class or in an 
inappropriate manner)

GER2I and Purdue University are not responsible for any lost, 
damaged, or stolen items brought by students.



• Dining – The award-winning Purdue dining courts offer something for 
everyone. The dining court serves a varied menu of hot meals, a salad bar 
stocked with fresh fruits and vegetables, juices and drinks, cereals, and 
sandwiches. Even picky eaters or those with special dietary needs will have 
an appetizing variety of healthy foods from which to choose. If your child 
has special dietary needs, please call GER2I at (765) 494-7241.

Supervision

• Safety – Key card building access and 24-hour residence hall staff help 
summer campers feel comfortable and secure. Students will be escorted 
to and from classes daily. Staff members supervise activities and field trips 
away from the residence hall and are always available to students who 
choose to stay at the residence hall during afternoon activities. Students 
never leave the residence hall without staff supervision. Unless they are 
with a staff member, students may not go beyond the academic campus 
and the small shopping areas near the residence hall

• Social and Emotional Development - A special feature of our 
program that sets us apart from other camps is our social-emotional 
curriculum. Our camp counselors understand the social and emotional 
needs of the GER2I campers and are trained on student development, 
cultural sensitivity, and characteristics of children with gifts and talents. 
Camp counselors facilitate an affective curriculum in a small group 
format during the program. Helping to build a sense of community, these 
discussion sessions are an integral component of our camp.

• Medical Care – Medical information and permission for treatment will 
be collected from participants prior to registration. Parents will be notified 
of any medical emergency or illness as soon as possible. Limited program 
medical insurance covers most basic costs, but any additional medical 
expenses or expenses related to existing conditions are the responsibility 
of the parents or guardians. Campers should bring an adequate supply of 
prescription medication in the original container to camp.

details
PROGRAM 

Accommodations

• Facilities - Students live in residence halls on the safe, friendly West 
Lafayette campus of Purdue University. Located just a short walk 
from students’ classes, libraries, computing centers, and recreational 
facilities, the Honors College residence halls are fully air-conditioned 
and easily accessible to students with physical disabilities. Male and 
female students are housed on separate floors of the building, and no 
visits to opposite-gender floors are allowed. 

• Roommates – Each participant will be paired with 1-2 
roommates as available. Roommate requests are NOT accepted, 
unless your child has specific health or emotional needs. Please 
email Corinne at green252@purdue.edu if you believe you fit this 
category.

• Check In/Check Out – Campers will check in at the Honors 
College, 1101 3rd Street, West Lafayette, IN 47906, between 
11:30 AM and 2:30 PM, Eastern Standard Time, on the Sunday 
their program begins.  Comet campers who commute daily 
should attend registration and their first class meeting on 
Sunday evening from 7:00-9:00 PM.  On the final Saturday of 
camp, Parent-Teacher Conferences will be held at the Honors 
College from 9:00-10:00 AM followed by a closing ceremony. 
Check out is no later than 11:30 AM on the final Saturday. 

• Social Life – An enjoyable social experience is just as important as 
the academic learning, and the Honors College residence hall will 
be the social hub of GER2I Summer Camp. Lounges and common 
areas give students places to play music and games, watch movies, 
share a snack, read a book, collaborate on projects, or even do their 
laundry. Our friendly, experienced counseling staff works hard to 
create an environment in which all students feel safe, comfortable, 
and right at home. Students attending over Independence Day, July 
4, will have the opportunity to see the local fireworks display.

• GER2I Global Gala and Talent Showcase – GER2I campers 
come from all over the world and from many different cultures. 
We encourage you to share your culture with others during the 
Global Gala. Share a talent by performing a dance or singing a 
song. Teach a popular game that is played in your country or tell 
a story. Bring an item from home that represents your culture. 
Through food, music, dancing, and other cultural activities, 
promote your culture and heritage and give others a glimpse at 
what life is like in your community.
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No-Show Policy – Students who register for the program but who do not attend will be charged the full tuition amount unless we receive a 

cancellation request in writing two weeks before the start of the camp.



Financial Information

• Tuition – The program fees cover room and board, tuition, textbooks and course 
materials, field trips, limited medical insurance, and a GER2I T-shirt. The fee 
does not cover incidental expenses, optional afternoon or weekend activities, 
or transportation to and from Purdue University. An application fee of $100 per 
student is due with the application and will be refunded only if the student is not 
accepted into the program.

Saturday Field Trip - STAR and PULSAR campers may choose to attend an extended field trip 
on the first Saturday of camp. These visits include tickets to museums or sporting events 
in major cities like Chicago or Indianapolis, but location and activity will change from 
year to year. The additional fee for this activity will be $70 to cover the cost of charter bus 
transportation. Students receiving scholarships through GER2I or other foundations may 
attend free of charge. Students who do not wish to attend the extended field trip will 
participate in activities within the greater West Lafayette area.

Camp Discounts - Four tuition discount programs are available for 5% off the price of 
tuition. Campers may be eligible for ONE of these discounts in combination with 
the 5% Early Bird discount, for a total discount of 10%. The 48-hour Flash sale is our 
best offer, 15% off, and cannot be combined with any other discount. All discounts 
are applied to base tuition, not additional travel or field trip fees. The following 
discounts do not apply to groups.

• Purdue Employee Discount - for GER2I campers whose parents or grand-
parents are employed by Purdue University. (Purdue email must be used 
upon registration)

• Siblings Discount - for siblings who attend in the same summer. 

• Multiple Session Discount - for campers who attend more than one session.

• New! Refer-a-Friend Discount - for campers who recommend friends 
attending Summer Residential for the first time. Friend must attend for this to 
apply. Discount applied to both referring and referred students.

Payment – Payment in full is due June 1. Payments can be made via check, money order, 
VISA, MasterCard, and Discover. No cash will be accepted. We cannot process your 

application until the tuition deposit of $100 is received.  Attendance at camp may be 

denied if payment is not received in full by the first day of camp.

 NOTE: Pulsar+ students must pay Purdue tuition in full at an earlier date 

for the non-degree, Purdue credit. Please see page 10 for details. 

NOTE: Checks may be sent to the Purdue Conferences office. Please make

checks out to “Purdue University” with “GER2I Summer Residential: Child’s Name” 

in the note and send to:

Purdue Conferences
Stewart Center, Rm116

128 Memorial Mall  -  Attn: Ethan Kingery
West Lafayette, IN 47907

Late Registrants – Registrations received after June 1 must be paid in full at the time 
of application.

Refunds – Students who withdraw prior to two weeks before the program begins will 
receive a refund equal to any paid tuition less the $100 application fee. No refunds 
will be made for failure to attend camp without two-week written notice prior to 
the start of camp.

Financial Assistance – GER2I provides a limited number of partial scholarships to 
students with financial need. To be considered for financial aid, a student must submit 
a complete application (including the financial aid section with documentation of 
financial need) and meet academic eligibility criteria. Scholarships are awarded on 
a first-come, first-served basis. Applications for financial aid will not be considered 
before a complete application is submitted and program eligibility is established. 
Because funds are limited and the demand for financial assistance exceeds our 
resources, we strongly recommend submitting an application as early as possible. 
Qualifying for financial aid in a previous program does not guarantee aid in 
subsequent programs.

Travel to Purdue University

• By Car – West Lafayette is just off I-65 between Indianapolis and Chicago. See 
page 13 for detailed directions.

• By Plane – Fly into the Indianapolis International Airport. Check with your airline for 
their policy regarding unaccompanied minors. Shuttle service to Purdue University 
is offered by Lafayette Limo (www.lafayettelimo.com, 765-497-3828) for $50, round 
trip. GER2I offers airport transportation for a fee of $70, round trip, payable when 
the application and deposit are submitted. Please indicate if you need picked 

up at the Indianapolis airport in the “Application Fees” section of your 

application. E-mail geri@purdue.edu at least one month prior to your program’s 
start date to confirm arrangements.

 If you are flying into an airport other than the Indianapolis International Airport, you 

will be responsible for making your own transportation arrangements to and from 

Purdue University.  Lafayette Limo (see above) has service from O’Hare Airport in 
Chicago.

International Students

International student groups or individual students attending GER2I Summer Residential 
may be eligible to do so with a B status visa waiver by showing their invitation letter 
upon entry into the United States. To learn more about this program, or if you are not 
sure whether your country is eligible for participation, please visit http://travel.state.
gov/content/visas/en.html.
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Tuition (per session)

 COMMUTER RESIDENTIAL 

 COMET COMET 
STAR

  
PULSAR

 $900 $1200 $2,400 $2,400

Daily Schedule

7-8:30 AM

8:30-11:30

11:30-1 PM

1-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-9

9-11

11

Breakfast

Morning class

Lunch

Afternoon class

Recreational activities/free time/study time

Dinner

Meet with Small Groups

Activity sessions

Free/study time, group activities

Lights out/bed check (midnight on weekend)

Lucky 7 Program
Bring 7 paid students and receive 1 tuition free.

Please email green252@purdue.edu to arrange your group discounts.
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New Students

1. Register online at www.conf.purdue.edu/sres2019 or complete program application 
form on pages 17-18.

2. A one- to two-page essay or alternative media (such as a website, PowerPoint 
presentation, or art portfolio) statement that addresses your desire and 
motivation to participate in the Summer Residential program. Use the following 
questions as guidelines:

• Why did you select the class(es) you have chosen?

• In what ways do you think you will benefit from the program?

• Why do you want an academic and/or artistic challenge?

• If accepted, what will you contribute to the success of the program you 

attend?

3. Please provide ONLY TWO of the following documents:

• Student grade transcript showing a GPA of 3.5/4.0 (B+) in the talent area 

related to the applicant’s choice of GER2I class(es). Grades may be from the 

most recent year or cumulative. 

• Individual or group intelligence test results with a minimum score of 120. 

Please submit results from the test company or school. 

• National or state achievement or aptitude test results at or above the 

90th percentile in a specific area of study. These tests must provide 

comparison scores and percentile rankings, not percentages correct. 

Examples include ITBS, I-STEP, CAT, MAT8, Midwest Talent Search, SAT, 

PSAT, ACT, or PLAN tests. Please submit test reports.

• Recommendation letter from a teacher or mentor in the talent area. 

This letter must address specific examples of the student’s performance, 

experiences, and potential in the talent area of the class(es) he or she has 

selected.

• Documentation of involvement in the talent area. Such documentation 

can include awards, certificates, service, or recognition letters 

documenting involvement. 

Returning Students

Register online at www.conf.purdue.edu/sres2019 or complete program 
application form on pages 17 - 18.

Returning students do not need to submit an essay or qualifying 
documentation. Simply complete the program application form and 
send it along with payment.

GER2I Summer Camps are designed for talented students who have demonstrated an ability to succeed academically or artistically and are 
motivated to strive for additional challenges.

requirements
ADMISSION



application
GER2I SUMMER CAMPS

Applicant Information

Name  _____________________________________________________________________________________

Date of Birth (mm/dd/yyyy) ______________________________________

Ethnicity (optional/check all that apply)

 �    American Indian or Alaska Native �    Asian �    Black or African American

 �    Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander  �    White �    Hispanic or Latino

Gender  ____________ Grade 2018-19  ____________  Home Phone ( ______ )  ______________________________

Home Mailing Address  __________________________________________________________________________

City  _____________________________________________  State  _________________  ZIP  ________________

Student Email  _______________________________________________________________________________

Check all that apply:

� I have participated in a previous session of the Summer Residential programs at Purdue.

� I am applying for financial aid. (To be considered for aid, you must also return the Financial Aid Application.)

� I do not give permission for my photo or image to be included in the GER2I yearbook or be used for publicity purposes.

� I am referring a friend. Name of friend _______________________________________.

� New! I am a STAR or PULSAR student and I am interested in participating in a mixed-gender counseling group.

Parent/Legal Guardian Information

Parent/Legal Guardian Name  _____________________________________________________________________

Work Phone (____)  _________________________________ Cell (____)  _________________________________

Parent/Legal Guardian Name  _____________________________________________________________________

Work Phone (____)  _________________________________ Cell (____)  _________________________________

Parent E-mail Address required  ____________________________________________________________________

Not all parents have the means to send their children to GER2I summer camp. Your monetary donation will help us offer scholarships to qualified children 
with financial need. Please consider sponsoring another camper when you register your son or daughter. If you would like to make a tax-deductible 

donation to GER2I camps instead, please use the following link: Giving.Purdue.edu/GERI.  Thank you!

� I will make a tax-deductible gift in the amount below to Giving.Purdue.edu/GERI.

� $50 

� $100 � One half a Star/Pulsar Registration ($1200.00)

� One half a Comet Registration ($600.00) � One Star/Pulsar Registration ($2400.00)

� One Comet Registration ($1200.00) � Other (please specify):  $_________________

Last  First  Middle Initial

www.conf.purdue.edu/sres2019

Side 1

Return to:

Purdue Conferences
Stewart Center, Rm116
128 Memorial Mall  -  
Attn: Ethan Kingery
West Lafayette, IN 47907

Phone: (765) 494-7241 
Fax: (765) 494-5832

I am applying for the following program (choose one): 

� COMET - for those who have completed grade 5 or 6

� STAR - for those who have completed grade 7 or 8

� PULSAR - for those who have completed grade 9, 10, 11, or 12

Registration opens 2/1/2019.
NEW! Use our online application for faster registration! Go to www.conf.purdue.edu/sres2019 for the registration link.

In order to be considered for your chosen program, new campers must complete both sides of this 
application and return along with

(1) Student essay or alternate media project; (2) Two of the academic eligibility documents; (3) $100 application fee; 
(4) $70 transportation fee, if applicable; (5) $70 extended field trip fee if applicable.

GER2I reserves the right to cancel programs at any time. Purdue University is not responsible for costs incurred due to 
cancellation.

Purdue is committed to making its programs accessible to individuals with disabilities. If you require 
an accommodation or special assistance for this program due to a disability, please contact us at 
(765) 494-2758. 

An equal access/equal 
opportunity/affirmative 
action university

Please indicate below 
how you heard (found out) about 
the GER2I program.

� Word-of-mouth

� Direct Mailing

� GER2I Programs Listserv

� GER2I Website

� Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram)

� Internet Search Such as Google

� Other Website or Publication

� Indy’s Child

� Just Kidding

� State Gifted Association (IAG, 

IAGC, TAGT)

� Princeton Alumni Weekly

� Center for Talent Devlopment, 

Norwestern University

� Student Education Programs

� Other (please specify): 

_________________
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Transportation Fee

If you are requesting GER2I transportation to and from the airport, an additional fee of $70 is due with the application and $100 deposit. 
Please indicate if you need picked up at the airport in the “Application Fees” section of this form.

STAR and PULSAR campers may choose to take an extended field trip to a nearby city on the first Saturday of camp in lieu of the local Lafayette field 
trip. An additional fee of $70 is required to cover the cost of charter transportation, activity tickets, and lunch on that day. Campers on scholarship 
may attend free-of-charge.

Before Sending
First-time campers should include 
the following items (see page 14):

1. Completed application
2. Student essay or alternate media
3. Two of the academic eligibility documents
4. $100 deposit
5. $70 transportation fee, if applicable
6. $70 extended field trip fee, if applicable.

Return to:
Submit your materials using online registration at 
www.conf.purdue.edu/sres2019, email to geri@purdue.edu, 
or mail to
Purdue Conferences
Stewart Center, Rm116
128 Memorial Mall  -  
Attn: Ethan Kingery
West Lafayette, IN 47907

Phone: (765) 494-7241 - Fax: (765) 494-5832

Side 2

Course Preferences

Please follow these instructions carefully:

1. Check the box next to each Summer Residential session you plan to attend.

2. Mark your 1st, 2nd, 3rd choices in the blank next to the class name (1 = first choice, 2 = second choice, etc.). If you plan to attend multiple 
sessions (e.g., Star I and Star II), list a first, second, and third choice for each session you plan to attend.

Application Fees 

Tuition $ _________________

Saturday Field Trip $ _________________
(STAR/PULSAR Only)

Transportation, if applicable $ _________________
(check appropriate box at right) 

Total $ _________________

Deposit $ _________________

Balance Due $ _________________

� I will need to be picked up at the Indianapolis International 
Airport and have included the additional fee of $70 with this 
the application and $100 deposit. 

� I will make my own transportation arrangements.
Please see page 15 for more travel information.

� I am a STAR or PULSAR camper, and I will be participating 
in the extended field trip on the first Saturday of camp. I have 
included the additional $70 field trip fee with this application 
and the $100 dollar deposit.

Registration may be cancelled if payment is not received in full by June 1.

�  Comet I, June 30 - July 6 Commuter 
 ($900.00)
� Comet I, June 30 - July 6 Resident 
 ($1,200.00)
____  CSI Investigation
____  Electromagnetic Claw Game: Diggin’ For Fools Gold
____  Introduction to Sewology

____  Science You CAN Eat: The Discovery of Food
____  Stop Motion for Social Justice
____  3D Geometric Design in Math

�  Comet II, July 7 - July 13 Commuter 
 ($900.00)
�  Comet II, July 7 - July 13 Resident 
 ($1,200.00)
____  Electromagnetic Claw Game: Diggin’ For Fools Gold
____  Geology Rocks! A Field Study Experience
____  Introduction to Sewology

____  Science You CAN Eat: The Discovery of Food
____  Stop Motion for Social Justice
____  Your Future in Bioengineering

�  Star I, June 30 - July 13

 ($2,400.00)
Morning
____  Backyard Space Flight
____  The Magic of Harry Potter and How It Changed 

the World
____  Serious Gaming in the Classroom
____  STEAM LabsTM

____  Videography and Filmmaking

Afternoon
____  Directing a Shakespearean Murder
____  Japanese Culture Extravaganza
____  Toy Design and Prototyping
____  Phantastic Physics
____  Wizards, Aliens, and Starships

� Star II, July 14 - July 27

 ($2,400.00) 
Morning 
____  Blast off! An Exploration into Astronomy
____  Harry Potter in Society: The Magic of Creativity
____  Movie Monster Makeup
____  Playing with Power
____  Videography and Filmmaking

Afternoon 
____  Brain Blasting Biology
____  The Craft of Fiction: Storytelling in the 21st 

Century
____  STEAM LabsTM

____  Phantastic Physics
____  Wizards, Aliens, and Starships

�  Pulsar I, June 30 - July 13

 ($2,400.00)
Morning
____  Biomedical Instrumentation
____  The Craft of Fiction: Storytelling in the 21st 

Century
____  Exploding Electronics: The Deconstruction of 

Sustainability
____  Survivor: Medieval Edition
____  Videography and Filmmaking

Afternoon
____  Bio-X Engineering: Merging Biology and 

Engineering
____  Cast Away: The Psychology of Ostracism
____  Japanese Culture Extravaganza
____  Leadership 101
____  Shakespeare: A Little Scene of Murder

� Pulsar II, July 14 - July 27

 ($2,400.00) 
Morning
____  Bio-X Engineering: Merging Biology and 

Engineering
____  Exploding Electronics: The Deconstruction of 

Sustainability
____  High-Speed Global Problem Solving
____  Mathematics of Riddles and Information
____  Videography and Filmmaking

Afternoon
____  Creative Writing Workshop
____  Design & Prototyping of Smart Toys and Robots
____  Playing with Power
____  Sci-Fi Into STEM (Pulsar+ Part II)
____  The Ultimate Deviants: Forensic Psychology and

Serial Killers

____  Understanding Diplomacy through Game Theory

COMET
(completed grade 5 or 6)

STAR
(completed grade 7 or 8)

PULSAR
(completed grade 9, 10, 11, or 12)

PULSAR +

application
GER2I SUMMER CAMPS

�  Pulsar+ II, June 10 - July 5*

*You will be contacted by the instructor regarding the 
start date for the online, for-credit portion of the course.  
Estimated course dates for 2019 are June 10 - July 5.
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GER2I provides limited funds for partial scholarships on a first-come, first-served basis based on eligibility.  Please submit 
this form and proof of financial aid eligibility (e.g., a copy of your school’s free/reduced lunch certification letter or a copy 
of your 2018 income tax return).  Your financial aid request will not be reviewed without this documentation.

Child’s Name  ______________________________________________ Birth Date  ______________________________

Parent/Guardian Name  _________________________________________________________________________________

Home Phone (_________)___________________________        Work Phone (_________ )  _____________________________

All amounts should be the total for the 2018 calendar year.

1. Adjusted gross income  ____________________________________________

2. Taxable income  ____________________________________________

3. Total Social Security benefits for 2018  ____________________________________________

4. Total AFDC and/or ADC for 2018  ____________________________________________

5. Child support received for all children  ____________________________________________

6. Number of household members 

 a. Yourself ___     b. Spouse ___     c. Dependents ___

  Total of a, b, and c  ____________________________________________

I certify that the information supplied above is accurate. 

Parent/Legal Guardian Signature  __________________________________________________________________________

financial aid 
application

GER2I SUMMER CAMPS

by email to green252@purdue.edu OR

Purdue Conferences

Stewart Center, Rm116

128 Memorial Mall  -  

Attn: Ethan Kingery

West Lafayette, IN 47907

Apply online upon registration or send your completed application form 

and eligibility documentation to: 
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GER2I would like to thank all of our friends 
and donors for their generosity!

GER2I SUMMER CAMPS

Gifted Education Research and Resource Institute

Beering Hall, Room 5113

100 North University Street

West Lafayette, IN 47907-2098

(765) 494-7241 Fax (765) 494-5832

Email geri@purdue.edu

www.purdue.edu/geri


